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Particle Pictures: An aid for teaching for 
understanding

Curriculum Connection: Grade 9 and 10
applied/academic science, Chemistry unit; 
Grade 11 Chemistry, Unit 1.

A large part of students’ misunderstandings in chemistry
arises because students literally don’t see what we’re
talking about. They can’t convert our words into concrete
representations. We transmit words matching our visual
images, and we hope that our words will cause students to
conjure up corresponding images in their heads. But our
own images are in our heads. Our goal is to project those
images to students. Students in turn must see, memorize,
practice and rehearse those images. Once that image base
is established, our words may better generate our intend-
ed meaning. For example, most students associate the
word, “dissolve” with the images shown in Figure 1.
However, regarding sugar dissolution versus salt dissolu-
tion, we have our image (Figure 2) and they have theirs.
Word-heavy instruction usually results in students con-
verting their Figure 1 into Figure 3, and it all happens
because we’re using the same words while talking about
different pictures. Regardless of how carefully we choose
our words, it seems a picture really is worth a thousand.
The solution is to use fewer words, more pictures, assume
less about the image base of students, and to build associ-
ations between the word and picture. This article presents
a “particle pictures” approach, which facilitates improved
communication and understanding.

Figure 1: Generic image(s) of dissolving

Figure 2: Correct
envisioning of
dissolution of
sugar (CH2O
intact)

Figure 3: Common
misconception of

dissolved sugar 
(C, H, and Os all

separated). 
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Considerable research in peer-reviewed journals supports
a “words and pictures” approach. Students do not concep-
tualize chemical or matter-based events in molecular
terms – they do not mentally manipulate substances as
molecular based matter. Instead, they merely manipulate
the associated nouns and verbs until they hit upon a sen-
tence that meets the approval of the teacher. Sometimes
they just memorize the text’s and teacher’s sentences.
Allowing students only to respond via words allows them
to hide significant misconceptions. They say one thing
while envisioning something else, and when the teacher
hears the student’s words, the teacher actually assigns
the teacher’s images to the student’s words. Meanwhile
the teacher’s images aren’t what the student had in mind.
Additionally, students’ syntactical skills often masquerade
as understanding (i.e., they know “dissolve” is a verb and
“dissolution” is a noun, and can construct sentences on
that basis alone). Their syntactically correct sentences
appear to reflect understanding, especially when the
teacher abets the illusion by superimposing the teacher’s
images onto the student’s words. 

In this article I describe “particle pictures” images and
strategies that I have found effective at promoting and
assessing understanding in introductory chemistry.
Generally they are not new, and I suspect most teachers
use variations and subsets of the scheme. However, as a
package, I (and many colleagues) have found the entire
program very successful. Try them yourself, keep in touch,
and hopefully the strategy will be sufficiently popular that
we can remove the quotes and just call them particle pic-
tures.

What is a particle picture?
To be effective, particle pictures need to more than just
specks, dots and circles; they need to move beyond 
Figure 1 and look more like Figure 4. 

Essential aspects are:
1. Identify the atoms by name or symbol (don’t rely solely

on colour);

2. Show motion lines for individual particles and for
aggregates (i.e., in liquids);

3. Enclose chemically unique isolable entities. (e.g.,
hydroxide, phosphate);

4. Include formal charges and oxidation values;
5. Scale your atoms. Use either covalent or ionic radii. I

use covalent.

Figure 4 (below) shows a particle picture of solid sodium
hydroxide. Each NaOH particle is encircled, as are its com-
ponents, including the chemically unique hydroxide.
Circling or enclosing the entities has a way of making the
students see substances as composed of concrete materi-
al molecules. I have no idea why, but this just works.
Figure 5 shows a series of enclosed circles, which typically
eliminate students’ confusion surrounding net charges.
Note the location of the numeric values. You may put
charges inside the circles, just outside, or on the line itself
– just be consistent.

Figure 4: Solid NaOH

Figure 5: Views of NaOH, with
charges

Figures 6 through 11 (see next page) show particle pic-
tures of Mg(OH)2. Enclosing the various entities carries
incredible pedagogical clarity. Sometimes when we say,
“magnesium hydroxide” we are thinking of its 
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“hydroxide-ness” (Figure 7) and other times we are think-
ing of its wholeness (Figure 8) or its composition (Figure
9). Particle pictures allow us to explicitly show students
which entities we are thinking about. Identifying the vari-
ous components is an important skill that needs to be
taught – because students do not enter chemistry with a
genetic ability to “see the hydroxide” in either a name, for-
mula or basic particle picture. However, parsing the mole-
cule is a vital skill that learned chemists must have. When
students draw particle pictures, they get practice at isolat-
ing and focusing on various key chemical components.

Figure 6: Mg(OH)2 Figure 7: Mg(OH)2,
emphasizing “hydroxide-ness”

Figure 8: Mg(OH)2, Figure 9:  Mg(OH)2, 
emphasizing OH and showing reaction history 
wholeness (MgO + H2O)

Figure 10: Mg(OH)2 - Figure 11: Mg(OH)2, 
atypical (incorrect) showing charges and 
conceptualizing oxidation values

Nomenclature
When presented with particle pictures, most intermediate
students – without much formal instruction – can correctly
determine chemical name and formula. This is especially
true for compound anions and cations. A common error is
to call Na3PO4, “sodium phosphorous oxide.” Fewer stu-
dents make the mistake when cued by Figure 13 than
Figure 14. Picturing and cordoning off the phosphate 

simply works. With particle pictures, students still must
memorize some content – but it is overall more effective
for students to memorize the names of seen particles than
it is for them to memorize and learn the correspondence
rules between names formulae. Interestingly, many stu-
dents successfully solve nomenclature problems with par-
ticle pictures, but then too quickly discard the practice,
believing that “pictures are for kids.” Meanwhile, many
successful peers recognize that particle pictures provide a
valuable double-check.

Figure 12:
Nomenclature

via Particle
Pictures

Figure 13: Sodium Figure 14: Sodium 
phosphate with phosphate phosphate without 
encircled phosphate encircled

Balancing reactions
Particles pictures are amazing at helping students balance
chemical reactions. Starting with particle pictures (line 3
in Table 1), most grade 10 students, with essentially very
little practice or instruction, can correctly balance chemi-
cal reactions. I suggest therefore that students’ apparent
inability to balance reactions is entirely due to their inabil-
ity to convert our words into a concrete model. Lining up
the content in the columns helps a lot too.
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Table 1: Balancing chemical reactions

Start Finish

Given Al CuCl2 ➔ Cu AlCl3

Starting particle 
picture view 
(unbalanced)

Particles needed 
for balance

Balanced 2 Al 3 CuCl2 3 Cu 2 AlCl3

Names Aluminum Copper (II) Copper Aluminum 
chloride chloride

Statement Two molecules [and] three …re-arrange … three [and] two 
of aluminum moleculesof         to form molecules molecules

copper (II) of copper of aluminum  
chloride chloride.

Visualising reactions 
Professional scientists model reactions via particle pictures. They learn a lot from that activity, and students do too.
Picturing collisions and intermediates generates from students many fruitful questions: e.g., when exactly does the
hydroxide form? Does that mean water already has hydroxide in it? What makes the particles stick the way they do?
Again, visualizing and encircling the particles pays huge dividends. To explain formation and decomposition of chemical
moieties, just add or remove circles around the entities. For example, regarding the reaction of sodium oxide with
water, students usually are not presented with particle pictures. However, students see and understand the reaction
much better when it is pictured as shown in Figure 19 to Figure 22 (see next page). 
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Figure 15: Na2O + H2O Figure 16: Na2O + H2O Figure 17: Na2O + H2O  Figure 18: 2 NaOH
[intermediate 1] [intermediate 2]

Figure 19: Na2O + H2O Figure 20: Na2O + H2O Figure 21: Na2O + H2O Figure 22: 2 NaOH
(as H-OH) (as H-OH) [intermediate 1] (as H-OH) [intermediate 2]

Bonding
Here’s how to merge Bohr models with particle picture models. When a substance loses an electron, form a pit on the
outer ring (see Figure 23). Students understand this as “making the particle like it has one ‘inny bit.’” Taking or capturing
an electron involves the ring extending outward, or “forming an ‘outy bit.’” The language is juvenile, but it’s incredibly
effective. For mental warm-ups, my students build various regular solids with coloured 2, 4, and 6-pointed Lego™ blocks. 

Figure 23: Formation of sodium ion’s “inny bit” Figure 24: Formation of chloride’s “outy bit”

I give my applied-level students a sheet of the first 30 elements, as partially shown in Figure 25, from which they easily
build the all possible binary ionic particle pictures and then again easily and readily discern the formulae and names.
Regarding polyatomics, choose simple or complex. Figure 27 shows only that phosphate has a -3 charge, whereas
Figure 28 shows why.

Figure 25: “Inny and outy” Figure 26: Electrons Figure 27: Phosphate 
particle pictures. (innys and outties)

can move 
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Covalent bonding
If need be, covalent bonding can be represented by com-
bined innies and outties. The picture fits students’ intu-
ition: “Each chlorine takes an electron as much as it gives
one away.” (Figure 29.)

Figure 29: Molecular chlorine

Final notes and suggestions
Scaling and shading are very effective, where percentage
grey relates to atomic weight. Figure 30 shows that K is
larger and heavier than Cl, and Figure 31 shows that I is
much heavier than K, yet smaller than K. 

Figure 30: Shaded Figure 31: Shaded 
and scaled KCl and scaled KI

Drawing particles pictures is extremely time-consuming,
but it’s time well spent. I spend three times more time on
nomenclature than my colleagues, but because of the
incredible foundation that particle pictures gives students,
the time is more than recovered. I recommend that you err
on the side of too much detail, until you get the hang of
how beneficial good detail is. You should also err on the
side of drawing more particles rather than fewer. 

For practical reasons, you may wish to use pre-made parti-
cle pictures, stamped onto magnetic stripping, or use rub-
ber stamped dowels. Make them yourself or buy them
(contact me or the S-17 science supply at STAO). Ask for
“magnetic particle pictures” or “particle picture stamps.” 
Feel free to contact me (j.mcgoey@ldcsb.on.ca) regarding
any results you have using particle pictures, that way we
can collectively refine the practice. Contact me if your
school board or group wants a “particle picture workshop.”
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